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Abstract: In the last decades, a tendency towards urban tissue densification has been observed to
counteract the urban sprawl. Densification may be achieved through more compact built areas,
preferring the vertical to the horizontal development of buildings but avoiding bulky high-rise
building blocks. This strategy significantly affects several aspects of the microclimate and produces
direct and indirect effects on human health and well-being. In this regard, air pollution and heat stress
constitute two increasing threats to human health and well-being that need to be faced immediately.
The involved phenomena are various, intertwined, and may lead to conflicting results. Hence,
regenerating existing, well-structured, and stratified urban areas by densification is not an easy
challenge. Urban ventilation may favor the mitigation of detrimental effects of air pollution and heat
stress on human life. Therefore, a multidisciplinary methodology is presented for embedding urban
ventilation performance evaluation into urban management and planning processes. The scope is to
propose a framework for urban renewal plans that is citizens-centered and aims at improving their
health and well-being in existing urban areas. The methodology builds upon the performance-based
approach and is supported by the conceptual framework and the literature reviews provided through
the paper.
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1. Introduction

The world population has chosen the urban environment as its habitat. Worldwide,
4.2 billion people live in cities [1] as a result of a gradual and inexorable movement of the
population from rural to urban areas, that started during the industrial revolution, acceler-
ated in the 1950s, and is still ongoing despite substantial differences across continents [1]
(Figure 1). For decades, cities have been the synonym for progress, wealth, and possibilities,
driving economic development and providing public services, e.g., education, transport,
and healthcare [2]. Cities have represented attractive poles in human life and have become
places where population, activities, and consumptions are concentrated. Consequently,
urban areas have severely modified and enlarged their ecological footprint and have been
increasingly associated with environmental degradation, social and economic exclusion,
heavy traffic, and pollution [3]. Besides this, as attractive poles, cities appear as vulnerable
elements of human life, exposing most of the population, infrastructures, and activities
to the threat of extreme meteorological events and climate changes, phenomena that are
becoming increasingly frequent even in mild or temperate climates, e.g., in the Mediter-
ranean basin and Europe [4,5]. The challenge towards a more sustainable and resilient built
environment appears urgent, especially in existing cities that seem unprepared to tackle
increasing threats due to climate changes and multifaceted stresses.
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Figure 1. (a) World population, modified from [6]; (b) urban vs. rural population, data source [7]. 
Figure 1a: from [6] and Copyright © 2019 by United Nations, made available under a Creative 
Commons license (CC BY 3.0 IGO). Figure 1b has been produced by the authors with data from 
[7]. 

Many efforts are being made worldwide, as demonstrated, for example, by the adop-
tion in 2015 of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development by all United Nations Mem-
ber States. The Agenda presents seventeen Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 
explicitly recommends to “ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages” 
(SDG #3) and to “make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustain-
able” (SDG #11) [8]. Existing urban areas need to be regenerated, implementing their re-
silience and sustainability to improve the human conditions, present and future. In this 
regard, air pollution and heat stress constitute two increasing threats to human health and 
well-being that need to be faced immediately, especially in Europe [3,9–12]. More than 
74% of the European population lives in urban areas [13], and the large majority is ex-
posed to pollutant concentrations that exceed the values recommended by the World 
Health Organization, despite the reduction in emissions and ambient concentrations reg-
istered in the last years [3]. It is worth noting that improvements in air quality have been 
registered due to measures introduced to reduce COVID-19 transmission [3]. This charac-
teristic emphasizes the impact of nowadays lifestyle on the environment and the urgency 
about balancing human activity with environmental preservation [3]. 

Air pollution and heat stress have been associated with poor air conditions [14–18] 
and linked to increased morbidity, mortality, and economic loss [3,10,19–26]. Poor air con-
ditions significantly impact the outdoors and indoor places, worsening human health and 
comfort, limiting the use of open spaces, making ineffective passive solutions, e.g., build-
ing natural ventilation, and causing the increase in energy consumption for air cleaning 
and cooling [27]. The detrimental effects of poor air conditions can be partly mitigated, 
exploiting urban ventilation [15,28]. Urban ventilation represents the capacity of urban 
areas for introducing fresh air within their tissues and diluting pollutants and heat within 
their canyons. This phenomenon results from the interaction between urban areas and 
airflows and may improve air quality and thermal comfort. To exploit this interaction fa-
vorably, the relationship between the physical structure of urban areas, i.e., urban mor-
phology, and local wind conditions, i.e., speed and direction, should be investigated in 
detail. Urban morphology becomes a passive strategy for curbing air pollution and heat 
stress in urban areas. 

The interaction between urban morphology and airflows is a primary topic that 
needs to be considered in urban renewal plans since their effects on human life may be 

Figure 1. (a) World population, modified from [6]; (b) urban vs. rural population, data source [7].
Figure 1a: from [6] and Copyright © 2019 by United Nations, made available under a Creative
Commons license (CC BY 3.0 IGO). Figure 1b has been produced by the authors with data from [7].

Many efforts are being made worldwide, as demonstrated, for example, by the adop-
tion in 2015 of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development by all United Nations Member
States. The Agenda presents seventeen Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and explic-
itly recommends to “ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages” (SDG
#3) and to “make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable”
(SDG #11) [8]. Existing urban areas need to be regenerated, implementing their resilience
and sustainability to improve the human conditions, present and future. In this regard, air
pollution and heat stress constitute two increasing threats to human health and well-being
that need to be faced immediately, especially in Europe [3,9–12]. More than 74% of the
European population lives in urban areas [13], and the large majority is exposed to pollutant
concentrations that exceed the values recommended by the World Health Organization, de-
spite the reduction in emissions and ambient concentrations registered in the last years [3].
It is worth noting that improvements in air quality have been registered due to measures
introduced to reduce COVID-19 transmission [3]. This characteristic emphasizes the impact
of nowadays lifestyle on the environment and the urgency about balancing human activity
with environmental preservation [3].

Air pollution and heat stress have been associated with poor air conditions [14–18]
and linked to increased morbidity, mortality, and economic loss [3,10,19–26]. Poor air
conditions significantly impact the outdoors and indoor places, worsening human health
and comfort, limiting the use of open spaces, making ineffective passive solutions, e.g.,
building natural ventilation, and causing the increase in energy consumption for air clean-
ing and cooling [27]. The detrimental effects of poor air conditions can be partly mitigated,
exploiting urban ventilation [15,28]. Urban ventilation represents the capacity of urban
areas for introducing fresh air within their tissues and diluting pollutants and heat within
their canyons. This phenomenon results from the interaction between urban areas and
airflows and may improve air quality and thermal comfort. To exploit this interaction
favorably, the relationship between the physical structure of urban areas, i.e., urban mor-
phology, and local wind conditions, i.e., speed and direction, should be investigated in
detail. Urban morphology becomes a passive strategy for curbing air pollution and heat
stress in urban areas.

The interaction between urban morphology and airflows is a primary topic that needs
to be considered in urban renewal plans since their effects on human life may be beneficial
or detrimental. The character of the effects does not depend only on the characteristics
of the synoptic wind as a natural phenomenon, e.g., gust, speed, and direction, but also
on the features of the obstacles and environments that the wind encounters along its path.
Hereunto, Baruch Givoni states that “Of all the climatic elements the wind conditions are
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modified to the greatest extent by urbanization” [29]. Wind may contribute to the fulfillment
of requirements for indoor and outdoor thermal comfort and air quality, promote passive
strategies for building ventilation, and facilitate the integration of micro-wind turbines in
the urban landscape for electricity production. Therefore, adequate wind conditions within
urban areas represent an environmental and economic resource to be exploited. Conversely,
high wind speed, vortices, and turbulence may be responsible for wind discomfort and
nuisance for pedestrians and cause damages to buildings, infrastructures, and vegetation.
It is well known that these detrimental effects are enhanced by specific characteristics of
urban areas. The presence of tall buildings facing open spaces introduces high wind speed
from high altitudes and vortices at the pedestrian level [30–33]. Moreover, alignments of
specific morphological configurations with prevailing wind directions have been identified
as responsible for accelerations in the wind speed caused by pressure short-circuiting [34].
It appears evident that these features significantly affect the use of open spaces and should
be avoided. Nevertheless, if adequately investigated during the renovation planning phase,
these phenomena may be exploited for meliorating wind conditions locally, improving the
urban ventilation performance of urban areas.

In the framework of the global challenge towards more sustainable and resilient urban
areas, it appears evident that the interaction between air flows and urban morphology
is a fundamental topic to investigate, aiming at assessing the ventilation performance of
urban tissues. It entails many issues and phenomena [35], at different scales, with direct
and indirect repercussions on human life, health, and wellbeing. It appears clear that the
involved phenomena are complex and multifaceted. Hence, it is necessary to reconsider the
management and planning processes of urban areas, going beyond traditional approaches
and towards performance-based planning, to grasp the complexity [36].

Urban ventilation is essential to curb the exposure of citizens to polluted air and guar-
antee thermal comfort, contributing to the challenge towards more resilient and sustainable
urban areas. Despite its importance, the assessment of the urban ventilation performance,
and, more in general, the study of the interaction between urban morphology and airflows,
are not yet commonly embedded in urban planning and management processes with a
few exceptions. The exceptions found in the literature include procedures for conducting
analyses to ensure pedestrian comfort and safety due to high wind speed, e.g., the Dutch
Wind Nuisance Standard NEN8100 [37], and the air ventilation assessment (AVA) system
adopted by the government of Hong Kong in 2006 [15]. To the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge, the AVA system, commissioned after the outbreak of the severe acute respiratory
syndrome in Hong Kong in 2003 for improving the quality of the urban environment, is
the only guideline focused on weak wind conditions. The scarcity of methodologies for
evaluating urban ventilation embedded in urban planning and management may lie in
the nature of the phenomena involved, complex and multi-faceted, and in the consequent
difficulty of carrying out these investigations that require both a high specialism and a
multidisciplinary approach. Note that the attention of this paragraph is on procedures or
guidelines already embedded in the urban management and planning processes. However,
several studies have been conducted in the past, aiming at evaluating pedestrian wind
comfort, therefore focusing on high wind speed [33,34,38–42]. Conversely, studies aiming
at analyzing weak or poor wind conditions are rare. In this regard, the works by Ng [15]
and Du et al. [43] for the city of Hong Kong should be mentioned.

To fill this gap and promote a new approach to the regeneration of urban areas, this
paper presents a conceptual framework and a multidisciplinary methodology to embed
the urban ventilation performance assessment into renewal plans of existing urban areas.
Therefore, the article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the theoretical background
focusing on the concepts of urban morphology and the performance-based approach to
urban planning. Following this overview, Section 3 outlines the conceptual framework
for implementing sustainability in existing urban areas, highlighting the need for the
performance evaluation of urban tissues and outlining a general workflow for urban
renewal plans. Section 4 presents an in-depth systematic review of studies conducted
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for analyzing the relationship between urban morphology and performances of urban
areas. Then, in greater detail, Section 5 focuses on a critical examination of the urban
ventilation concept, reporting morphological parameters, investigation methods, and
performance indicators adopted in the literature. As a result of the comprehensive reviews
and considerations presented in the previous sections, Section 6 outlines the methodology
applied to a significant case study, i.e., a compact urban area in Rome, Italy, to test its
feasibility. Finally, Section 7 reports the conclusions and an outlook for future developments.

2. Theoretical Background

“The physical dimensions of urban form may include its size, shape, land uses, config-
uration and distribution of open space—a composite of a multitude of characteristics,
including a city’s transportation system and urban design features. However, its sustain-
ability depends on more abstract issues—environmental (including transport), social and
economic”. [44]

The sustainability and the resilience of urban areas are complex concepts as they
pertain to different dimensions of human life. Diverse disciplines are involved, and various
aspects should be investigated using specific methods and tools. Hence, a holistic and
multidisciplinary approach is essential to implement sustainability and resilience in the
management and planning of urban areas. In this regard, the objective and quantitative
description of the characteristics of the urban physical dimension appears as necessary but
not sufficient [44]. It is fundamental to highlight and investigate the relationships between
the physical dimension and the environmental, social, and economic contexts, analyzing
the effects and the repercussions of these relationships on citizens’ health and wellbeing.

2.1. The Performance-Based Approach

According to this approach, cities may be considered living organisms or open systems
formed by a visible part, i.e., the physical dimension and the elements that constitute it,
and an invisible part, i.e., the relationships that the diverse components establish between
them and with the environment. Arguably, cities may be considered open systems because,
using the definition of the “School of non-equilibrium thermodynamics”, they receive
inputs, i.e., resources, from the surrounding environment and dispose of outputs into it,
determining evident stress for the environment [45]. As complex metabolic systems, cities
need to adapt to changes in the boundary conditions, mitigate the impacts of these changes
on their constitutive elements, and anticipate possible scenarios [45]. Endorsing this vision,
the physical dimension is inseparable from the processes taking place in it, the actors that
live in it, and the relationships established by the different constitutive elements between
them and with the environment.

Systems and processes are the keywords for a new approach applied in building
design, urban planning, and urban management. This approach should be holistic, sys-
tematic, and analytic, considering various stresses often conflicting. It should be guided by
clear strategies and oriented to achievable goals and objectives measured by employing
performance indicators [46]. The complexity reveals the need for a change in the man-
agement and planning of urban areas, going beyond traditional approaches. Traditional
planning models based on the Euclidean zoning and land use prescriptions have been
proven inadequate to tackle this complex phase [47] and have been criticized for being
inflexible and unable to adapt to environmental, social, and economic changes [48,49]. They
are regarded as not able to consider the dynamic relationships of the physical dimension of
urban areas with surroundings and functions and, therefore, the effects on citizens’ health
and wellbeing. Conversely, performance-based planning (PBP), or performance-based
approach (PBA) to planning, involves the allocation of human activities and land uses
based on quantifiable performance indicators [50] and aims to optimize land uses and
resources, mitigating impacts [51]. PBP implies the passing of classic planning instruments
regarded as inadequate for the task and advocates for more flexible tools that may better
represent the complex, uncertain, and dynamic processes in play and are open to adaptation
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and transformation [52]. In this regard, modeling, as a simplified representation of the
real world [53,54], proves to be an effective tool to support PBA, allowing to investigate
different phenomena, consider possible scenarios, and assess impacts ex ante [36]. Early
attempts of PBP can be traced back to the early 1950s when performance standards were
employed to control the negative impacts of industries, while the systematic application
began in the early 1970s in the United States [51]. Nevertheless, the difficulties encountered
and the level of support and effort required for implementing and applying PBP need
to be considered [46,51]. However, it is already acknowledged that new paradigms and
approaches need to be adopted nowadays to manage complexity. PBP reveals to be a
suitable and adequate tool, and building a common base of knowledge among different
disciplines seems a feasible and valuable way to overcome this issue. Hence, the quantita-
tive description of the physical dimension of urban areas seems a fundamental first step in
this direction because it allows the aggregation of results and the comparison of different
scenarios. Figure 2 shows four examples of compact urban tissues in Europe. To objec-
tively describe similarities and differences amongst urban tissues, various morphological
parameters can be used.
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2.2. The Typo-Morphological Approach

To quantitatively describe an urban area, it is necessary first to define the term “physi-
cal dimension” and then identify its fundamental elements. The physical dimension of an
urban area is usually described in terms of urban morphology. The word morphology is
composed by the two Ancient Greek words µoρϕ
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, meaning form, and λóγoς,
logos, meaning study, and means the study of the form. The term was coined by Goethe in
1785, in German Morphologie, to indicate comparative anatomy. By extension, urban mor-
phology is the study of the structure of urban areas, and the term is generally used not only
to denote the analyses but also the form itself. Studying urban morphology means to read
and analyze the evolution of a city, or part of it, through the physical structure. The qualita-
tive description is not sufficient and needs to be supported by the quantitative description
of urban tissues. For this purpose, the work of the three Schools of typo-morphology, i.e.,
the Italian, the English, and the French Schools, is considered significant.

According to the Italian School, building type is the fundamental element of the city
structure and the basis for analyzing it. The concept of building typology includes the
description of the characteristics of the single building and its relations with the open
space. In fact, the type determines the dimension and shape of a building and affects
its location in the lot, influencing the relationship between built and open spaces. The
Italian School has in Saverio Muratori its leading figure. His work was inspirational for
several outstanding architects, e.g., Aldo Rossi and Carlo Aymonino, and his approach
and theoretical framework to typo-morphology was continued by Gianfranco Caniggia.
The English School, identified by the work of Conzen, recognizes three fundamental
components of a town plan: buildings, or more precisely their block plans, plots, aggregated
in street blocks, and streets, arranged in street systems [55]. Regarding the English School,
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also the work by Leslie Martin and Lionel March is fundamental. Their work focused on
investigating the relationships between building types and urban structures, analyzing
their impact on land use efficiency [56]. Finally, the French School was established in
the early 1970s as a critical analysis of the effects of the Modern Movement on the French
landscape [57]. The main characteristic of this School is the focus on the social repercussions.
Despite differences in their approaches and aims, the three Schools may integrate into a
holistic approach to urban morphology, and this is the approach adopted in the present
work. A detailed description of the work of the three Schools can be found in [57,58].

2.3. The Quantitative Description of the Urban Environment

Building types, lots, and streets are three constitutive elements of the urban physical
dimension. Consequently, the morphology of an area derives from the relations of these
three components, and its description should consider their relations at different scales.
The typology of the building and its locations within the lot shapes the relation between
built and open areas, private and public spaces. For instance, building setbacks determine
the width of urban canyons (UC), while building typologies determine if UCs are formed
by only public spaces or if there are also private areas to consider, with evident impacts on
the management. Therefore, the term urban morphology is employed to characterize the
three-dimensional urban structure generated by a group of buildings and the open spaces
entrapped between them [59]. In Figure 3, possible relations of two building typologies,
i.e., slab and pavilion, with open spaces are explored, and diverse UC configurations are
presented, i.e., continuous, discontinuous, or mixed. The orientation and location of the
building determine different configurations of the open spaces within the lot, determining
different UC configurations outside the lot. In Figure 3, d refers to the distance between
buildings within the same lot or island, s refers to the setback, while W refers to the distance
between buildings belonging to different islands, i.e., the width of the resulting UC. At
larger scales, the arrangements of the lots within the islands and the arrangements of
the islands forming the different urban tissues shape districts and neighborhoods and
consequently urban areas (Figure 4). Hence, adopting a typo-morphological approach
means adopting a multiscale approach, from the building to the neighborhood scale.

Furthermore, morphological analyses are based on three concepts, i.e., form, time,
and scale or level of resolution. The form is influenced by building types and their related
open spaces. Therefore, the characteristics of interest are associated with the description
of the individual buildings and the arrangement of groups of buildings, e.g., the width,
length, and height of a building, distance between buildings within and outside the same
island, street length, and layout type. The temporal factor is a primary concept because a
city, as a metabolic system, changes and transforms. Performing morphological analyses
means investigating the processes dictated by cultural, normative, legislative, and economic
reasons that influenced the constitutive elements throughout the centuries. Finally, the scale
or level of resolution is a fundamental concept because it determines which characteristics
of the three components are of interest. The resolution levels commonly identified are
building, lot, island, tissue, and neighborhood or district (Figure 4). It appears evident
that to describe the urban morphology of a specific area objectively, the parameters of
all the three fundamental elements and their aggregation in different levels of resolution
are necessary. Note that in this way, it is possible to measure and quantify built surfaces
and volumes as well as the open areas enclosed by them being private or public. From
this point of view, the analytical and objective analysis of urban morphology proves
to be very promising and offers opportunities and inspiration for new, detailed, and
multidisciplinary analyses. Starting from specific case studies, it is possible to extrapolate
parameters and indices, valid also in other contexts, that allow comparing the performances
of morphologies developed in different eras and contexts. For this purpose, it is useful to
introduce the concept of density.
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2.4. The Concept of Density

Dealing with the quantitative description of urban morphologies, the concept of
density proves to be fundamental. Density is commonly used in urban planning to describe
the relationship between a specific area and the entities belonging to that area [60]. It is a
key concept in urban planning and building design for managing sustainability in the long
term because it helps to describe, predict, and control land uses, urban morphology, and soil
consumption, the nonrenewable resource par excellence. Density proves to be a promising
concept for these types of analyses because it is objective, quantifiable, and neutral; neutral
because it does not involve an a priori judgment, and as a ratio, it does not entail a positive
or negative meaning [61]. Nevertheless, density represents a complex concept [62] since
it is context-related and defined and applied differently for different sectors, disciplines,
and countries [60,63]. The main criticalities that may be encountered while measuring
densities of urban areas are due to ambiguities in (i) the definition, i.e., the type of density
we are interested in measuring; consequently, (ii) the indices, i.e., the quantities that form
the numerator and denominator of the ratio; and (iii) the data collection, since different
disciplines and countries work with different density measures. Another issue associated
with the definition of density is the presumed weak relationship between density and
building type [63]. However, Berghauser Pont and Haupt have demonstrated that this
problem may be eased with the use of a set of selected indices [60]. A similar conclusion
has been reported by Palusci et al. [64]. Another issue that needs to be addressed is the
concept of average that links density with resolution levels. Density is a ratio and, therefore,
depending on the adopted scale, its value may be too blurred by statistical averages when
larger scales are considered, e.g., district and region, or too specific to represent the selected
area when small scales are considered [60]. In conclusion, the concept of density may
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be a helpful investigation and operational tool; however, it is necessary to consider the
criticalities, especially in comparative and multidisciplinary studies. Consequently, it is
suggested to define resolution levels, parameters, and indices preliminarily.

3. The Conceptual Framework

Cities face a wide range of stresses due to both natural and human agents and often
appear unprepared to tackle the increasing threats due to climate changes and rapid
urbanization. Implementing resilience and sustainability in the built environment by
regenerating existing urban areas emerges as urgent. A resilient city is a city that responds,
adapts, and continues to exist, maintaining all its characteristics despite the stresses it must
face. A sustainable city ensures health and comfort to its inhabitants, present and future.
The two concepts are linked and intertwined, and, arguably, it is possible to conclude that
resilience is one of the characteristics that a sustainable city must have.

In the last two decades, the debate about the characteristics and dimensions of the
sustainable city has been central among researchers, planners, and policymakers [44]. The
discussion is still ongoing since the achievement of sustainability in the urban environment
hinges upon many different factors that often lead to conflicting solutions. Furthermore,
implementing sustainability means addressing site-specific issues; therefore, it is impossible
to achieve a unique answer to the sustainable urban model question, valid in every climate.
Nevertheless, there is a broad consensus in assuming the compact European city as a model
of a sustainable city, also in stressful climates [65]. This model involves the density of urban
tissues, functional mixité, social vitality, and economic diversity [66], limiting, on the one
hand, the urban expansion and soil consumption—the so-called urban sprawl—and, on
the other, avoiding excessive densities and overcrowding.

From an environmental point of view, the compact city is considered more sustainable
because it involves fewer emissions due to individual transport and less surface area per
inhabitant to heat or cool [67]. Consequently, to reduce soil consumption, to optimize
transport and energy supply in a district, solutions that entail densification of urban tissues
and the introduction of economic and production facilities within residential areas may
be regarded as favorable during the regeneration of existing urban areas. However, these
actions may significantly impact human health and wellbeing if not adequately investigated
since the early stages. Possible consequences may be augmented production of heat and
pollution, decreased solar access, and reduced wind conditions. In other words, urban
ventilation in the renewed area may prove reduced and, consequently, air quality and
citizen thermal comfort worsen. It is evident the need for addressing a multitude of
issues since the early stages of urban renewal plans, and it is significant the role that
specialist and multidisciplinary analyses play in it. Therefore, designers, planners, and
policymakers need new operating methodologies for sharing knowledge from different
scientific sectors, allowing a holistic approach. These methodologies should start from
the analysis of the physical structure of the built environment and relate it to expected
environmental performance levels, allowing the investigation of the phenomena at different
scales. Hereunto, PBP reveals to be a suitable and adequate tool.

Based on the theoretical background provided in the previous section, a general
workflow consisting of six steps for the regeneration of existing urban areas is presented.
The first step is to translate the agenda into quantifiable objectives. The second step
involves the definition of a clear strategy. The strategy determines performances and
potential risks. In turn, the achievement of certain performance levels and the reduction, or
avoidance, of potential risks determine the success of a strategy in achieving the identified
objectives. Key indicators should be identified to measure performance levels analytically,
and evaluation procedures should be adopted. Finally, monitoring systems, providing
periodic feedback, should be specified; these systems may be based on the procedures
established for evaluating the strategy. The scope is to propose a framework for urban
renewal plans that is citizens-centered and aims at improving their health and well-being
in existing urban areas (Figure 5). Therefore, the objective should be formulated, once
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the site has been identified. The choice of the strategies depends on the characteristics
of the specific area. Since the planning policies in many countries have been oriented
recently towards more compact urban tissues, densification may be a possible strategy.
As reported earlier, densification of existing urban tissues implicates many consequences
potentially detrimental for human health and well-being. Therefore, potential risks to
human health and well-being should be identified. Figure 5 reports some risks that may
be faced while promoting denser urban tissues. Hence, performances to counteract the
detrimental effects should be individuated. Specifically, it is necessary to (i) identify key
indicators and (ii) adopt evaluation procedures for assessing the achievement of specific
performance levels. The indicators should be easily related to comfort assessment.
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The performance evaluation of urban areas appears essential, and, specifically, the
investigation of the differences due to diverse morphologies emerges as fundamental.
Different performances result from the many processes caused by the interaction of urban
morphologies with multiple phenomena. The number and nature of the phenomena
hinge upon the indicated objectives and strategies. It is necessary to assess the effects
of the interaction between urban morphologies and different phenomena in terms of
performances. For this purpose, it is advantageous to describe the urban morphology of the
selected area using a set of morphological parameters (hereafter MPs) because employing
MPs allows comparing scenarios and results. Figure 6 presents two possible strategies
that can be adopted while regenerating the physical dimension of urban areas. The first
strategy implies maintaining the same building coverage ratio, while the second aims at
providing the same floor space index and volume-to-site ratio. For the definitions of the
different MPs, the readers should refer to Figure 7. The effects of the two strategies are
explored for five building typologies, i.e., pavilion-towers, pavilion-palazzina, slabs, courts,
terraced houses, extrapolated from an existing compact area in Rome. Depending on the
strategy, the various typologies present differences in the amount, position, and orientation
of built volumes and surfaces. Differences in the built and unbuilt exchanging surfaces may
cause different levels of urban tissue performances according to the phenomena of interest.
Hence, to assess the performance, it is essential to identify the phenomena of interest and
investigate the effects of their interactions with urban morphology.

The stimulus to the quantitative description of urban areas and the evaluation of their
performances may be due to the development of the geographic information system (GIS).
These software tools allow storing the spatial characteristics of urban areas and linking the
spatial attributes to qualitative and quantitative data. In this way, the physical dimension
can be measured and analyzed in relation to environmental performances or linked to
socio-economic forces [68–71]. Thus, the tools offer the ability to coordinate activities of
fields traditionally apart and allow studying large areas [58]. Therefore, GIS tools have
been used increasingly in both scientific and professional fields.
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Figure 6. The effects of two possible strategies to adopt while regenerating the physical dimension
of urban areas are explored for five different building typologies. The diverse configurations were
quantified using six MPs commonly employed in typo-morphological analyses. (a) Same building
coverage ratio and (b) same floor space index and volume-to-site-ratio.
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Since urban sustainability hinges upon many factors of different nature, the perfor-
mance evaluation entails many dimensions and may be expressed using various indicators.
In the following section, a systematic review of studies conducted for analyzing the rela-
tionship between urban morphology and performances of urban areas is presented.

4. Urban Morphology and Performance

The evaluation of the performance of urban tissues has gained popularity in the last
few years within the scientific community (Figure 8). A literature review is reported in
this section to provide an overview of studies in this field. The review was conducted
in the Scopus database [72] using “urban morphology” and performance combined with the
Boolean operator AND, as terms for the search query. The identified documents should
contain the specified query in the following search fields: title, abstract, or keywords.
Only research papers, review papers, and book chapters published in English until 2021
have been considered. The total amount of identified manuscripts is 144, and Figure 8a
reports the yearly distribution. The first works were published in 1997, and the topic
has gained popularity amongst researchers in the last decade. The increased interest is
particularly evident in the last three years since half of the total amount of manuscripts has
been published from 2018. It is interesting to note that a similar trend may be found in the
yearly distribution of published works retrieved from the Scopus database using “urban
morphology” AND sustainability as terms for the search query (Figure 8b). In fact, the first
work was published in 1997, and an augmented interest is evident in correspondence with
2018. This similarity may be interpreted as a sign of the increased awareness of the issues
connected to urban sustainability and may also highlight the connection between the two
topics, i.e., performance and sustainability if related to urban morphology.

The aim of the present review is twofold: on the one hand, to identify how the perfor-
mance of urban tissues has been evaluated, in terms of methods, topics, and indicators; on
the other hand, to analyze how urban morphology has been considered, in terms of scale
and parameters. Figure 9 outlines the review process consisting of three phases, i.e., the
collection, the examination, and, finally, the classification. Of the 144 identified documents,
10 manuscripts were excluded because they are not accessible to the authors. The remaining
134 manuscripts were downloaded and further examined. The examination consists of
two steps. Initially, only the abstract was considered for verifying the relevance of the
study. After the abstract screening, 5 documents were excluded because they are out of
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the scope of the present review, while 37 required further analyses of the adopted method-
ology and obtained results for the classification. After the detailed examination, another
4 documents were excluded: a manuscript found not relevant [73], and three manuscripts
that were excluded because they focus on the parameterization of trees and not on the
description of urban morphology [74,75]. Afterward, the remaining 125 manuscripts were
examined thoroughly, focusing on methodology, results, and conclusions for (i) identifying
the methodology adopted, (ii) classifying the performance evaluated, and (iii) analyzing
the urban morphology parameterization. Hence, the reviewed documents were classified
into 10 categories according to the topic investigated, i.e., energy, microclimate, economics,
assessment, indoor, morphology modeling, urban model, transport, design, and combinations of
the previous topics.
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Specifically, the term energy has been used to characterize studies aiming at evaluating
the energy performances of buildings in terms of energy consumption for cooling, energy
consumption for heating, and energy production potential. The term microclimate has been
used in this review to represent studies investigating one or more parameters that may be
considered for describing the local microclimatic conditions, e.g., air temperature, solar
access, and wind speed. Note that pollution has been included in this group because its
dispersion is driven by microclimatic conditions. The term economics has been employed to
denote studies that investigate the economic performance of urban areas in both a strict
sense [76–79] and a broader sense taking into account the vibrancy [80] and the livabil-
ity [81,82] of urban areas. The term assessment has been used to identify the studies that
present assessment metrics to evaluate sustainability [83–85] and resilience [86] of urban
areas. The term indoor identifies studies focused on the investigation of the performances
in terms of indoor thermal comfort [87–89]. The expression morphology modeling represents
studies aiming at (i) a better parameterization of the urban morphology [90–92], (ii) the
classification of urban structures [93–95], (iii) data extraction from imagery [96,97], and
(iv) urban area modeling [98]. The expression urban model has been used to characterize
studies focused on the analyses of urban dynamics, i.e., urban complexity [99]; pedestrian
flows [100–102]; urban intensity [103,104]; city model as polycentric cities [105,106], com-
pact cities [107], and concentric cities [108]; urban evolution [109–118]. The term transport
denotes studies investigating the impact of urban morphology on the intersection traf-
fic [119], goods movement [120], and multi-mode transport [121]. Finally, the term design
indicates studies dealing with design strategies for mitigating flood risk [122], environmen-
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tally sustainable design [123], and optimized form generation [124]. It is worth noticing
that this classification has been proposed for sorting the large number of documents that
has been reviewed and identifying the documents in line with the scope of the present
manuscript. The identified topics should not be interpreted as separated but intertwined,
e.g., energy and microclimate [125–131], energy and indoor [132], energy and design [133],
energy and assessment [134], and microclimate and design [135].
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In line with the aim of this review, it was decided to focus further analyses on doc-
uments belonging to the following topics: energy, microclimate, indoor, and combinations
of at least one of the previous topics. Table 1 reports the selected 79 manuscripts further
analyzed highlighting (i) the reference, (ii) the authors, (iii) the topic investigated, (iv) the
performance evaluated, (v) the methodology adopted, (vi) the morphology parameteriza-
tion, (vii) the scale of investigation, and (viii) the document type. Regarding the studies
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conducted using simulations, also the employed tools have been indicated. Furthermore,
the term energy has been used to denote documents that consider as performance both
energy consumption or demand and energy production or potential. Overall, 17 docu-
ments are related to the topic energy and 10 manuscripts address combinations when the
topic energy is present. In addition, 3 documents entail the topic indoor, and a manuscript
addresses the combination of indoor with energy. The remaining 49 documents involve
the topic microclimate (48), including combinations when the former is present. Of these
49 manuscripts, the majority (27) investigate in different ways wind flows in urban areas.

From the literature review, in the last ten years, urban ventilation established as a
popular performance to be investigated in connection with urban morphology. Although a
new concept since the first work was published only in 2011, amongst the 79 documents
analyzed, 17 manuscripts investigate the relationship between urban morphology and
ventilation. Specifically, 8 documents explicitly refer to urban ventilation performance,
while 9 manuscripts address pollution. Bearing the definition of urban ventilation reported
in the introduction and further analyzed in the following section, studies on pollutant
dispersion and concentration may be included in this topic. However, to give more
information to the readers about the performance indicators employed, it has been decided
to report them separately in the table. As aforementioned, the first document, aiming at
evaluating the urban ventilation performance, was published in 2011 [136]. This work
aimed to improve the urban roughness parametrization in mesoscale models by expressing
the ground coverage ratio as a function of the frontal area. The wind velocity ratio, i.e., the
wind velocity in the area of interest and the wind velocity at a fixed position established
as the reference, was chosen as the performance indicator. The wind velocity ratio was
selected for the performance evaluation in other studies, mainly when the chosen case
studies were actual urban areas. He et al. investigated the ventilation performance of the
Greater Sydney Area, performing field measurements on two sunny days in 2019 [137].
Information about urban morphology has been provided in terms of building coverage
ratio, street width, sky view factor; however, these parameters have been employed for
describing the overall characteristics of the area, not for evaluating their impact on the
ventilation performance. Zhao et al. evaluated the ventilation in Shenyang, China, by
analyzing the data from 16 weather stations [138]. In this work, the urban morphology has
been described using the Local Climate Zone (LCZ) classification [139]. The aim was not
to correlate LCZs to ventilation performances but rather to evaluate the suitability of this
classification for ventilation studies. Yuan performed numerical simulations for assessing
the ventilation performance of an urban area in Hong Kong [140]. Finally, Wang et al.
investigated the impact of different MPs on urban ventilation, performing numerical
simulations using idealized urban models for investigating the impact of different MPs
on urban ventilation [141]. The urban morphologies have been quantified using four
parameters, i.e., the ground coverage ratio, the frontal area density, the plot ratio, and the
building height differential.

The ventilation of urban tissues has also been assessed using as performance indicators
indoor indices. Mei et al. explored the impact of building height variability, performing
numerical simulations over simplified urban models using two indices, i.e., the air exchange
rate per hour and the pollutant retention time [142]. Peng et al. performed numerical
simulations in idealized urban models, whose morphology has been described using two
parameters, i.e., the floor area ratio, and the building site coverage [143]. The ventilation
performance has been assessed through six indices, i.e., the airflow rate, the mean age of air,
the net escape velocity, the purging flow rate, the visitation frequency, and the resident time.
Finally, another indicator used for urban ventilation performance is pollutant concentration.
This indicator has been employed in two articles belonging to pollution in the performance
category. In the first study, published in 2012, the pollutant transport from the ground level
to the urban atmospheric boundary layer of idealized two-dimensional UC was explored by
conducting wind tunnel experiments and numerical simulations and evaluating the scaled
overall pollutant removal coefficient [144]. In the second work, the ventilation performance
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of four design scenarios has been investigated by conducting numerical simulations using
simplified models of residential blocks in Port Said city, Egypt [145]. The ventilation
performance has been assessed evaluating PM10 concentrations, while urban morphology
has been quantified using several parameters, i.e., the absolute rugosity, the occlusivity
factor, the plot area ratio, the volume area ratio, the plan area density, and the frontal area
density. Unfortunately, the definition of the different morphological parameters is not
provided. Urban ventilation has also been addressed at a larger scale, i.e., the city scale, for
improving urban morphology parametrization in mesoscale models implementing a new
method for calculating the frontal area density from annual wind probability data [146].
Finally, additional 10 manuscripts refer to the urban wind environment in different ways:

• Investigating how to improve the urban canopy models coupled with mesoscale mod-
els to enhance the simulation of the wind speed and air temperature in complex urban
environments, i.e., using high-spatial-resolution urban fraction [147]; developing a
database for Beijing based on several parameters, i.e., the building height characteris-
tics, the building plan area fraction, the frontal area density, the height-to-width ratio,
and the sky view factor, [148]; implementing observational information of the sky view
factor [149]; proposing a categorization of the building height based on the fractal
dimension [150]; suggesting a formulation for the drag coefficient [127]; corroborating
the causality between the accuracy of the parameterized urban morphometry and the
reliability of the results of urban boundary layer simulations [151];

• Evaluating the performance of the adopted simulation tools for analyzing the perfor-
mance of two design scenarios in terms of solar irradiance, wind airflows, building
indoor temperatures, and energy demand [128];

• Applying parametric design optimization processes over conventional urban design
processes to achieve more sustainable urban environments [135];

• Providing a critical review on the properties influencing energy and airflows in urban
neighborhoods [126];

• Stressing the importance of identifying which urban morphology characteristics have
the most significant impact on thermal comfort and how to mitigate the urban heat
island effect [152].

Main Findings

The literature review provided in this section focus on two aspects:

• The evaluation of the performance, in terms of methods, topics, and indicators.
• The parameterization of the morphology, in terms of scale and parameters.

The following main conclusions may be drawn for each of the analyzed aspects.
Regarding performance, the most popular topics are energy and microclimate, and, in

this regard, urban ventilation has gained popularity, especially in the last years. Ventilation
is a fundamental topic to be addressed and involves a variety of phenomena [35]. The
methods adopted for conducting the investigations are various, i.e., numerical simula-
tions, laboratory experiments, and field measurements. Moreover, three main indicator
categories may be identified, i.e., the mean velocity ratio, the pollutant concentration, and
indoor indices.

Although it is widely recognized that urban morphology is fundamental in determin-
ing the performance of urban tissues [153], studies conducted using actual urban areas
are rare due to the difficulties in modeling the phenomena and the high degree of special-
ization required [154]. Moreover, it emerges that tools for investigating the phenomena
at the neighborhood scale are too specialized, and often they do not allow information
exchange [155]. It is considered necessary to provide a critical literature review regarding
urban ventilation studies to identify morphological parameters, investigation methods,
and performance indicators applicable to the neighborhood scale in compact areas.
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Table 1. Overview of studies aiming at evaluating the performance of urban tissues belonging to the topics: energy, microclimate, indoor, and combinations of
the previous.

# Refs Authors Year Topic Performance Method Tool Morph. Scale Type

1 [156] Palme et al. 2020 energy cooling demand sim. BES no lot art.

2 [157] Othman and
Alshboul 2020 microcl. out. thermal comfort sim. Envimet AND Rayman yes island art.

3 [158] Ronchi et al. 2020 microcl. cooling capacity sim. InVEST yes city art.

4 [159] Battisti 2020 microcl. out. thermal comfort sim. Envimet AND Rayman no island art.

5 [160] Uçlar and
Buldurur 2020 energy heating consumption stat.

analysis - yes neighb. art.

6 [131] Natanian et al. 2020 comb.1 energy performance + out.
thermal comfort + solar access sim. Rhino + Grasshopper +

plugins yes neighb. art.

7 [161] Leng et al. 2020 energy heating consumption sim. + stat.
analysis EnergyPlus yes neighb. art.

8 [162] Apreda et al. 2020 microcl. air temp. sim. Envimet yes island art.

9 [137] He et al. 2020 microcl. urb. ventilation + out.
thermal comfort meas. + sim. Rayman yes neighb. art.

10 [163] Poon et al. 2020 energy solar energy potential sim. Rhino + Grasshopper +
plugins yes neighb. art.

11 [164] Liu and
Morawska 2020 microcl. surface temp. sim. WRF yes city art.

12 [89] Sadeghi et al. 2020 indoor ind. comfort meas. + sim. EnergyPlus no - art.

13 [138] Zhao et al. 2020 microcl. urb. ventilation meas. - yes neighb. art.

14 [165] Nikoloudakis et al. 2020 microcl. air temp. mod. + meas. - yes city art.

15 [166] Yuan et al. 2020 microcl. air temp. sim. ANSYS Fluent yes neighb. art.

16 [167] Carpio-Pinedo et al. 2020 microcl. solar access mod. - no island art.

17 [145] Hassan et al. 2020 microcl. pollution sim. ANSYS Fluent yes island art.

18 [168] Salvati et al. 2020 energy energy demand sim. UWG + TRNSYS yes neighb. art.

19 [169] Zonato et al. 2020 microcl. air temp. mod. + sim. WRF yes city art.
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Table 1. Cont.

# Refs Authors Year Topic Performance Method Tool Morph. Scale Type

20 [170] Chokhachian et al. 2020 microcl. air temp. + solar access ind./out. sim. Rhino + Grasshopper +
plugins yes neighb. art.

21 [171] Yoseph 2020 microcl. ind. comfort sim. Revit 2015-Ecotect +
Grasshopper + plugins no island book

22 [130] Javanroodi and Nik 2019 comb.1 energy performance sim. ANSYS Fluent +
EnergyPlus yes neighb. art.

23 [172] Xu et al. 2019b microcl. out. thermal comfort sim. OpenFOAM + Rhino +
Grasshopper + plugins yes neighb. art.

24 [173] Ghassoun et al. 2019 microcl. pollution meas. + mod. - yes city art.

25 [174] Xu et al. 2019a microcl. out. thermal comfort sim. Rhino + Grasshopper +
plugins no neighb. art.

26 [147] Shen et al. 2019 microcl. wind speed + air temp. +
humidity sim. WRF yes city art.

27 [175] He et al. 2019 microcl. urb. ventilation rev. + meth. - yes neighb. art.

28 [176] Chatterjee et al. 2019 microcl. air temp. sim. Envimet yes neighb. art.

29 [177] Salvati et al. 2019 microcl. air temp. sim. UWG yes neighb. art.

30 [142] Mei et al. 2019 microcl. pollution sim. OpenFOAM yes neighb. art.

31 [148] X. He et al. 2019 microcl. air temp. + wind speed sim. WRF yes city art.

32 [143] Peng et al. 2019 microcl. urb. ventilation sim. ANSYS Fluent yes neighb. art.

33 [88] Claude et al. 2019 indoor mold growth sim. EnergyPlus yes building art.

34 [129] Javanroodi et al. 2018 comb.1 energy performance sim. Fluent + Rhino +
Grashopper + EnergyPlus yes neighb. art.

35 [178] Li et al. 2018 microcl. CO2 emissions mod. - no city art.

36 [179] Amaral et al. 2018 energy energy performance rev. - no - rev.

37 [87] Chan and Liu 2018 indoor ind. comfort survey - yes neighb. art.

38 [180] Cody et al. 2018 energy energy performance sim. IESVE yes building art.

39 [149] de Morais et al. 2018 microcl. wind speed + surf. temp. sim. TEB yes city art.

40 [181] Moraitis et al. 2018 energy solar energy potential mod. - yes nation art.
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Table 1. Cont.

# Refs Authors Year Topic Performance Method Tool Morph. Scale Type

41 [182] Costanzo et al. 2018 energy energy performance sim. Rhino + Grasshopper +
plugins no neighb. art.

42 [134] García-Pérez et al. 2018 comb.4 global warming potential stat. analysis - yes city art.

43 [183] Hammerberg et al. 2018 microcl. air temp. sim. WRF yes city art.

44 [140] Yuan 2018 microcl. urb. ventilation sim. ANSYS Fluent no neighb. book

45 [146] Yuan 2018b microcl. urb. ventilation sim. MM5/CALMET yes city book

46 [184] Pili et al. 2018 energy solar energy potential mod. GIS no city art.

47 [185] Pacifici et al. 2017 microcl. air/surf. temp. +
humidity + illuminance meas. - yes neighb. art.

48 [186] Thouron et al. 2017 microcl. pollution sim. WRF + POLAIR3D yes city art.

49 [187] Shi et al. 2017 energy form generation rev. - yes - rev.

50 [188] Saratsis et al. 2017 microcl. solar access sim. UrbanDaylight-DAYSIM yes island art.

51 [189] Palme et al. 2017 energy cooling demand sim. UWG + TRNSYS yes neighb. art.

52 [150] Li et al. 2017 microcl. air temp. + wind speed sim. WRF yes city art.

53 [141] Wang et al. 2017 microcl. urb. ventilation sim. PALM yes neighb. art.

54 [190] Perišić et al. 2017 microcl. pollution mod. - no city art.

55 [191] Demuzere et al. 2017 energy energy balance sim.
ULSMs TERRA URB,
CLM, SURFEX and

SUEWS
yes city art.

56 [132] Braulio-Gonzalo et al. 2016 comb.2 energy performance + ind.
comfort sim. Design Builder +

EnergyPlus yes neighb. +
city art.

57 [192] Perišić et al. 2016 microcl. solar access sim. Radiance yes island art.

58 [193] Guo et al. 2016 microcl. surface temp. mod. - yes city art.

59 [194] Rodríguez Algeciras
et al. 2016 microcl. out. thermal comfort sim. RayMan yes island art.

60 [195] Taki and Alabid 2016 energy ind. comfort survey + sim. EnergyPlus no building book
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Table 1. Cont.

# Refs Authors Year Topic Performance Method Tool Morph. Scale Type

61 [196] Jurelionis and Bouris 2016 energy energy consumption sim. CFD * yes neighb. art.

62 [128] Gros et al. 2016 comb.1 wind speed + surf. temp. + ind.
temp. + cooling demand sim.

EnviBatE +
SOLENE-Microclimate +

SATURNE
no neighb. art.

63 [127] Gutiérrez et al. 2015 comb.1 air temp. + wind speed sim. WRF yes city art.

64 [126] Srebric et al. 2015 comb.1 wind speed + energy
consumption rev. - yes - rev.

65 [135] Taleb and Musleh 2015 comb.5 wind speed + solar irradiation sim. CFX + Grasshopper yes neighb. art.

66 [197] Oertel et al. 2015 microcl. out. thermal comfort meas. + sim. +
survey RayMan Pro yes neighb. art.

67 [198] Sarralde et al. 2015 energy solar energy potential mod. GIS yes neighb. art.

68 [199] Pay et al. 2014 microcl. pollution sim. CALIOPE Air Quality
Forecast System no city art.

69 [200] Bueno et al. 2014 microcl. air temp. sim. UWG yes neighb. art.

70 [201] Hofman et al. 2014 microcl. pollution meas. + sim. AURORA + MIMOSA4 yes city art.

71 [125] Zhun Min Adrian
et al. 2013 comb.1 solar radiation + energy

consumption meas. + sim. IESVE yes neighb. art.

72 [151] Chan et al. 2013 microcl. wind speed + TKE sim. MM5 yes city art.

73 [152] Pattacini 2012 microcl. wind speed sim. Envimet yes neighb. art.

74 [144] Leung et al. 2012 microcl. pollution meas. + sim. Fluent yes island art.

75 [202] Gros et al. 2011 microcl. solar radiation rev. - yes - rev.

76 [136] Ng et al. 2011 microcl. urb. ventilation sim. MM5/CALMET yes city art.

77 [133] Vahabzadeh Manesh
et al. 2011 comb.3 energy consumption sim. * yes neighb. book-

rev.

78 [203] Salat 2009 energy heating consumption sim. APUR yes neighb. art.

79 [204] Al-Maiyah and Elkadi 2007 microcl. solar access sim. TOWNSCOPE no island art.

* The authors did not mention explicitly the employed software tool. Abbreviations: Regarding the topic: microcl. microclimate; comb. = combination; comb. 1 = energy + microclimate;
comb. 2 = energy + indoor; comb. 3 = energy + design; comb. 4 = energy + assessment; comb. 5 = microclimate + design. Regarding the performance: ind. = indoor; out. = outdoor;
surf. = surface; temp. = temperature; urb. = urban; TKE = turbulent kinetic energy. Regarding the method: meas. = measurements; meth. = methodology; mod. = models; rev. = review;
sim. = simulations; stat. = statistical. Regarding the scale: neighb. = neighborhood. Regarding the type: art. = article; rev. = review.
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5. Urban Ventilation

“The outdoor temperature, wind speed and solar radiation to which an individual building
is exposed is not the regional “synoptic” climate, but the local micro-climate as modified
by the “structure” of the city, mainly of the neighborhood where the building is located.
. . . However, special details of the individual buildings can have significant impact on the
exposure conditions and comfort of pedestrians in the streets. . . . the actual wind speed
and turbulence in the streets, can vary significantly over very short distances, depending
on some design details of the building along the street”. [29]

5.1. Definition

Although studies of wind effects on the built environment established as a branch of
civil engineering in the early 1960s [205], it is in the last two decades that the investigation
of the interactions between airflow and urban morphology has gained popularity within
the scientific community. Figure 10 reports the yearly distribution of manuscripts available
in the Scopus database published between 1960 and 2021. Only research papers, review
papers, books, and book chapters published in English have been considered. The terms
used in the search query are: (i) “urban ventilation”, (ii) “wind flow” AND “urban area”,
(iii) wind AND “urban morphology”, and (iv) “urban ventilation” AND “urban morphol-
ogy”. The upward trends indicate the increased popularity of the topics, particularly
notable in the second decades of the 2000s. Particularly evident is the increase in popularity
of urban ventilation in the last four years. The reasons for such popularity may be identified
in (i) the growing awareness among public opinion of the urgency of the sustainability in
the urban environment; (ii) the increasing concern about the effects on human health of the
exposure to high levels of pollutant concentrations [206] and poor wind conditions in the
built environment [15]; and (iii) the progress made in the fields of computational power
and instrument availability.
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Addressing urban ventilation means considering cities as living organisms that breathe,
introducing clean and fresh air within their tissues diluting in this way heat and pollution
trapped in the urban canyons (Figure 11). Carrying on the analogy with other branches
of science, e.g., anatomy and biology, terms like breathability introduced by Neophytou
and Britter [207], and inhale and exhale effects introduced by Hang et al. [16] have started
being used in the scientific literature for describing the urban ventilation and outdoor
air exchange. Since urban ventilation results from the interaction between urban areas
and airflows, it is essential to thoroughly investigate the relationship between urban
morphology and local wind conditions. In this regard, many studies have been conducted
and, although characterized by different approaches, methodologies, and parameters, a
common theoretical background may be identified. The hypothesis is that urban tissues
are polluted while the air coming from rural or marine surroundings is clean [208]. This
hypothesis appears relevant and applicable to the reality of our cities, which are the places
where people, activities, and structures concentrate. In fact, urban areas inevitably alter
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the radiative, thermo-hygrometric, and aerodynamic characteristics of the environment
where they are located [209]. The consequence is a reduction in wind speed within and
right above the urban tissues. It is a well-known phenomenon that contributes to the
Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect and produces a reduction in the ability to remove heat
and pollutants from urban canyons [14], compromising the beneficial effects of urban
ventilation. In other words, an urban area exerts a resistance on the air mass, reducing
its velocity and, consequently, the ability to wash out urban canyons. Since buildings are
sharp-edged bluff bodies, the driving mechanism in the interaction between buildings and
airflows is the form drag. Hence, the aerodynamic response of an urban area is influenced
by its form, its morphology, which depends on (i) the characteristics of individual buildings,
(ii) their mutual arrangements, and (iii) the characteristics of the area at larger scales. It is
evident that an accurate description of urban morphology plays a primary role in urban
ventilation investigations.
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5.2. Morphological Parameters

Given the importance of urban morphology, many efforts have been devoted to
identifying the parameters that could represent the aerodynamic response of urban areas
at the neighborhood scale. Initially, urban morphology was described in wind engineering
applications and pollutant dispersion studies employing parameters representative of the
urban roughness [210]. The most common parameters are the aerodynamic roughness
length, z0 [211–213], the displacement length, d [212,214], the zero-plane displacement
height, zd [210,215–218], the drag coefficient, cd(z) [213,215,216,218,219], the exponent p of
the power-law wind profile [212], the frontal area density, λf [220], the plan area density,
λp [215,217,219], the layout pattern, i.e., aligned or staggered [215,219], and the building
height or height variation [215,219]. Apart from the last four parameters that depend only
on the physical characteristics of urban areas, the others have been derived from empirical
relations obtained conducting wind tunnel experiments [220], mainly using idealized and
simplified urban configurations, i.e., arrangements of cube-like buildings. Albeit useful
to describe the overall effects of urban morphology on wind conditions, these parameters
are highly sector-based and do not ease the knowledge sharing between two specialistic
sectors, i.e., wind engineering and urban planning. Other parameters commonly used in
these studies are the height-to-width ratio H/W, or UC aspect ratio, where H is the mean
building height and W is the distance between two opposing buildings, and the length-to-
height ratio, where L is the length of the canyon and H is the mean building height [221].
The former was commonly used for considering the effect of building density on flow
regimes [209,215,222,223]. Finally, attempts have been made to obtain the aerodynamic
parameters using morphometric methods in real cities [220]. Figure 12 reports examples of
the abovementioned studies.
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has been made by the Authors; Figure 12b has been modified after [221]. Copyright © 1992 Published
by Elsevier Ltd; Figure 12c has been modified after [222]. Copyright © 1988 Published by Elsevier B.V.

As the topic’s popularity grew, many efforts have been made to analyze the effects
of urban morphology on urban ventilation. The morphological parameters adopted for
the investigations are various and depend on the phenomena under investigation and the
scale of interest. Excluding studies focused only on single buildings as beyond the scope of
the present research, three different urban models may be identified, i.e., two-dimensional
(2D) and three-dimensional (3D) UCs and 3D urban arrays. Urban models are selected
to investigate the effects of certain morphological parameters on specific phenomena at
the relevant scale [224,225]. Therefore, studies performed using 2D UCs mainly aim at
investigating the impact of the UC aspect ratio [223,226–228], the roof shape [229,230],
and the height or height variation [229,231] (Figure 13). Studies performed using 3D
UCs are mainly focused on the UC aspect ratio [232], the roof shape [233], the height or
height variation [234]; the L/H or UC length-to-height ratio [221,235], and the orientation
of the UC compared to the direction of the approaching wind [234] (Figure 14). Finally,
studies performed using 3D urban arrays generally aim at investigating the effects of
the UC aspect ratio [236,237], L/H [237], array layout types [238], building height or
building height variation [237,239–241], plan area density λp [219,242–247], frontal area
density λf [242,243,245,246,248,249], and orientation [27,250,251] (Figure 15). Note that this
classification has been proposed only for the sake of clarity. Single MPs should not be
regarded as exhaustive to represent the investigated phenomena. In many studies, various
MPs have been considered. A comprehensive overview of morphological parameters used
in urban ventilation studies may be found in [64].
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Figure 13. Examples of studies using 2D urban canyon models for investigating the impact of
(a) the aspect ratio on streamlines, modified from [226]; (b) the aspect ratio on instantaneous velocity
(vectors) and concentration (colors) fields for aspect ratio equal to 1 and 2, modified from [228]; (c) the
roof shape on streamlines, modified from [229]; (d) the roof shape on the mean wind velocity ratio and
streamlines, modified from [230]; (e) the building height variation on streamlines, modified from [229];
and (f) the building height variation on streamlines, modified from [231]. Figure 13a: modified
from [226] Copyright © 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved; Figure 13b: modified from [228] © 2018
Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved; Figure 13c: modified from [229] © 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights
reserved; Figure 13d: modified from [230] © 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd; Figure 13e: modified
from [229] © 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Figure 13f: modified from [231] Copyright © 2004
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Studies aiming at assessing the impact of morphological parameters on urban ven-
tilation are usually performed on idealized case studies. The idealized urban models are
composed of simplified building geometries, usually comprising cubes or rectangular
parallelepipeds, grouped to typify the area of interest. Albeit useful to investigate specific
features of the phenomenon, idealized urban models may not represent the complexity of
actual urban areas. Hence, investigations of the relationship between urban morphology
and ventilation in actual urban tissues are of paramount importance. However, studies
that aim at investigating correlations between MPs and urban ventilation performances
are rare [64,252–254]. Each of the previous studies focused on sets of MPs: the plan area
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density and the floor space index [252]; the plan area density, the sky view factor, the
tree view factor, and the green plot ratio [253]; the plan area density, the mean building
height, the maximum building height, the standard deviation of the building height, and
the façade area ratio [254]; and the plan area density, the mean building height, the root
mean square of the building heights, the median of the building heights, the area-weighted
mean building height, the volume density, and the façade area density [64]. Actual urban
areas are used as case studies mainly for describing phenomena in specific contexts or for
verifying the accuracy of computational setups [41,143,224,255–271].

5.3. Investigation Methods

Urban ventilation is a phenomenon belonging to the so-called urban physics, i.e.,
an applied discipline, inherently multidisciplinary, aiming to investigate the physical
processes in urban areas [17]. Overall, these processes can be described as heat and mass
transfers in outdoor and indoor urban environments studied at different observation
scales [17]. Variables and parameters in play are various and intertwined, ranging from
the human scale, less than 1 m, to the meteorological microscale, up to 2 km (Figure 16a).
Therefore, the complexity characterizing urban physics studies is evident and affects
methods and tools available for the investigations that are usually highly specialized
and little interconnected. Focusing on the investigation of urban ventilation, the main
phenomena of interest are (i) turbulence, (ii) building wakes, (iii) plumes, (iv) heat transfer,
(v) convective flows, and (vi) advective flows (Figure 16b). The investigation methods
usually employed to analyze these phenomena are three: (i) in situ measurements [253],
(ii) laboratory measurements [242,252,272], and (iii) numerical simulations [64,142,143,254].
This feature is supported by the outcomes of the literature review presented in Section 4.
Each method offers advantages and disadvantages that should be carefully considered,
before starting the investigation, to select the appropriate approach and tool [224].

Regarding in situ measurements, the main advantage is that they can capture the
complexity of the phenomena under investigation since the boundary conditions are real;
however, this characteristic also determines the main disadvantages of the method. Firstly,
measurements are not performed in a controlled environment and, therefore, they are
subject to meteorological conditions and cannot be replicated. Secondly, the measurements
are usually performed point by point, especially for air temperatures and wind speed and
direction, due to the specific characteristics of the instruments (e.g., thermometers, Light
Detection and Ranging, and anemometers). Hence, it is not possible to have data for the
entire area under investigation. Using many instruments simultaneously could provide an
amount of data sufficient to be representative of larger areas. Nevertheless, this affects the
cost of the campaign and requires careful calibration of the devices to ensure consistency
of the results. Finally, in situ measurements are possible only for existing case studies;
consequently, they cannot be used for parametric or feasibility studies.

Another investigation method is represented by laboratory measurements that are
usually performed using wind tunnels or water channels. Laboratory measurements
allow a high control over the boundary conditions and may be employed for conducting
parametric studies and analyses preliminary to the construction phase. However, the
most common techniques involve measurements performed point by point. Despite the
existence of techniques that allow obtaining information on planes or entire volumes, e.g.,
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF), these methods are
not yet frequently used because of the costs and the limitations for complex geometries
due to the mutual obstructions caused by building models. Finally, another issue is the
adherence to the so-called similitude theory, i.e., the geometric, kinematic, dynamic, and
thermodynamic similarities, that need to be considered when experiments with scaled
models are conducted.

Finally, numerical simulations prove to be a powerful investigation method because
they may overcome the main disadvantages of the previous methods. Numerical simula-
tions provide detailed information of all simulated variables in the entire computational
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domain, allow full control over the boundary conditions, and can be performed also for
parametric and feasibility studies. Nevertheless, this method presents potential disad-
vantages typical of numerical techniques. Consequently, scrupulous attention must be
paid to building the model, generating the computational grid, selecting the turbulence
model, and setting the boundary conditions that need to be realistic to obtain meaningful
results. In this regard, several guidelines have been developed in the last fifteen years to
assist researchers and professionals [273–276]. Nevertheless, it is fundamental to stress
the necessity to conduct validation studies of the computational settings prior to the ac-
tual investigation to verify the reliability of the results. In this case, there are guidelines
helpful for identifying validation metrics [277] and grid-convergence procedure [278].
Regarding numerical simulations, urban ventilation is usually investigated employing
two approaches, i.e., Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
(RANS) approaches. Although the LES approach yields more accurate results, the RANS
approach is still widely used in both research and engineering practice [279]. In fact, de-
spite the remarkable progress achieved in computational power, LES simulations are still
computationally expensive and, at the moment, hardly embedded into the design process.
In Figure 16b the wide range of atmospheric phenomena that can be simulated using the
RANS approach is reported.
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5.4. Performance Indicators

Regardless of the investigation method adopted, urban ventilation performance is
assessed using different indicators. Initially, the aerodynamic response of urban areas has
been evaluated in terms of drag coefficient to assess the resistance exerted by buildings on
wind flows [215,216,218,219,242,248,249,273,281–284] and pressure coefficient to estimate
the load induced by wind flows on building surfaces [215,223]. Recently, two new indi-
cators have been introduced for considering the resistance exerted on airflows, i.e., the
friction factor [284] and friction coefficient [230]. Another approach adopted to investi-
gate urban ventilation is to focus on the exchange between in-canyon and above-canyon
areas [245,260,285]. For this purpose, Bentham and Britter introduced two models: the
spatially and temporally averaged advection velocity within the urban canopy, constant
across the height of the canyon, UC, and the spatially averaged exchange velocity between
in-canopy and above-canopy flow, UE [286]. Similarly, indicators like flow rate [287] and
pollutant flux or pollutant transport rates [240,288] have been used to quantify the exchange
of the area of interest with the surroundings. In addition, the evaluation of pollutant con-
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centration fields has also been considered useful for exploring the ventilation performance
of urban areas [289–292]. Pollutant concentrations can be evaluated both on surfaces and as
the bulk concentration in the whole canyon [223]. Nevertheless, disadvantages in analyzing
pollutant concentration distributions have been pointed out, as pollutant concentrations
are dependent on the location and the type of the source [293]. Specifically, Bady, Kato,
and Huang remarked on the necessity to set indices for evaluating air quality. For this
purpose, indices developed for indoor ventilation studies started being used since a sim-
ilarity between the processes involved in urban and indoor ventilation [294] has been
recognized. Generally, the indices used in these analyses are the Visitation Frequency
(VF), the Purging Flow Rate (PFR), the average staying time (TP), the age of air (τ), and
the air exchange rate (ACH). VF represents the average frequency with which pollutants
generated in the local domain return to the local domain after being transported outside;
PFR is the effective airflow rate required to remove the pollutant from the local domain;
TP represents the time the pollutant takes from once entering into or being generated in
the domain until its leaving; and τ represents the time a particle of external air takes to
replace a particle of air in a specific location inside the domain. Incidentally, Hang et al.
proposed using the concept of local age of air adapting the homogeneous emission method,
originally developed for indoor experiments using the tracer gas techniques [294,295], to
overcome the disadvantages related to the dependence on the pollutant source and for
focusing the causes of the concentration [208]. The work by Huang et al. represents the
first attempt in English at employing VF, PFR, TP, ACH for evaluating the ventilation
within an actual urban area in Japan [296]. In the last years, many studies using ventilation
indices have been performed for analyzing the impact of urban morphologies on ventila-
tion [16,27,234,236,237,240,241,264,285,287,288,297–302]. It is worth noting that most of the
studies employing ventilation indices have been performed using idealized urban models.
This characteristic is due to the difficulties encountered in applying the indices in actual
urban areas, where morphologies are often irregular and inhomogeneous, and boundaries
are difficult to be defined. To overcome these issues, a new index has been introduced
recently, i.e., the air delay τd [264]. A complete review of ventilation indices is provided by
Peng et al. [303]. Finally, another indicator for evaluating urban ventilation is the spatially
averaged wind velocity ratio (mWVR). This indicator has been proven as useful in both
idealized [238,239,241,243,304,305] and actual urban areas [64,252–254]. Moreover, this
indicator is very useful because it has been used also for studying pedestrian comfort
related to low wind speed [43]; for evaluating computational settings [232]; and for sup-
porting optimization procedures [306–309]. It is worth noticing that the abovementioned
parameters may be used in combination.

5.5. Main Findings

From the literature review provided in this section, the following main conclusions
may be drawn for each of the analyzed aspects, i.e., morphological parameters (MPs),
investigation methods, and performance indicators.

Regarding the MPs, the main features to consider for describing a single building are
the building plan area or footprint (AB), the shape, the building height (HB), the building
volume (VB), the building façade area (SB), and the orientation in relation to wind direction.
From the viewpoint of urban arrangements, the morphological characteristics to consider
are the layout type, the orientation in relation to the wind direction, the mean building
height (HMB), building height variation (σB), the plan area density (λp), and frontal area
density (λf). Note that λf is the ratio between the total projected area of building vertical
surfaces facing the approaching wind direction and the total land area; therefore, it is
possible to compute this parameter only when information about the direction of the
approaching wind is available. Since urban ventilation studies conducted using actual
case studies employ the façade area density (λfac), it has been decided to replace λf with
λfac. Figure 17 reports the graphical definitions of the MPs selected for conducting urban
ventilation investigations in actual urban areas.
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Regarding the investigation method, it is possible to claim that numerical simula-
tions performed using the RANS approach represent a valid and versatile method for
investigating the relationship between urban ventilation and urban morphology.

Regarding the performance indicator, mWVR proves to be a versatile indicator. There-
fore, it has been identified as useful to investigate the impact of morphological parameters
on urban ventilation in actual urban areas. Finally, it is suggested also to employ τ because
it may provide information about the level of entrapment of exhausted air within the UCs.
This index may be valid for comparing different scenarios.

6. Urban Ventilation Performance Assessment Methodology

Air pollution and heat stress constitute two increasing threats to human health and
well-being that need to be faced immediately. Urban ventilation may favor the mitigation
of detrimental effects of air pollution and heat stress on human life. In the last decades, a
tendency towards urban tissue densification may be observed to counteract the indefinite
development of low-density urban areas into natural surroundings and implement sus-
tainability in the urban environment. Urban tissue densification may be achieved through
more compact built areas, preferring the vertical to the horizontal development of build-
ings. This strategy affects the urban wind environment and may reduce urban ventilation
performances significantly, compromising its beneficial effects. Hence, regenerating exist-
ing, well-structured, and stratified urban areas by densification is not an easy challenge.
Therefore, a multidisciplinary methodology is presented in this section for embedding
urban ventilation performance evaluation into urban management and planning processes.
This methodology builds upon the performance-based approach and is supported by the
conceptual framework and the literature reviews provided through the paper.

Figure 18 reports the workflow for urban renewal plans that aim at improving urban
ventilation performance. The potential risks associated with the densification of urban
tissues are pollution, stagnant air, and thermal discomfort. Consequently, adequate levels
of urban ventilation have been identified as the desired performance. The mean wind speed
ratio, the mean wind field, i.e., mean wind speed and direction, and the age of air have been
identified as valid performance indicators to assess ventilation performance and, therefore,
the success of the planned strategy. The evaluation may be carried out by comparing
different scenarios, highlighting, for instance, the improvements achieved compared to the
current state. In addition, regulations and comfort criteria may be employed. Besides the
standards mentioned in the introduction, several wind comfort criteria may be found in
the literature [252,310–312]. In this regard, Table 2 reports the criteria for highlighting wind
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speed ranges that cause thermal discomfort. These criteria appear particularly effective in
the case of compact urban areas, where low wind conditions are usually found. Finally,
the proposed procedure may be used for both monitoring the ventilation performance and
identifying possible hot spots during heatwaves in the area of interest.
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Table 2. Criteria for assessing wind-induced discomfort considering temperature effect at the pedes-
trian level [252]. Reprinted with permission from ref. [252]. Copyright 2022 Elsevier.

Daily Mean Temperature (◦C)

<10 10–25 >25

Daily mean wind velocity range causing thermal discomfort due to
insufficient wind speed (m/s) - - <0.7

Daily mean wind velocity range realizing acceptable wind
environment (m/s) <1.3 <1.5 0.7–1.7

Transition range of daily mean wind velocity from acceptable wind to
strong wind (m/s) 1.3–2.0 1.5–2.3 1.7–2.9

Daily mean wind velocity range causing strong wind-inducted
discomfort (m/s) >2.0 >2.3 >2.9

After the workflow description, it is possible to present the multidisciplinary method-
ology for assessing urban ventilation in existing urban areas (Figure 19). This methodology
consists of three phases: the physical structure quantification, the wind environment sim-
ulation, and the performance evaluation. In Figure 19, an additional preliminary step
comprising area selection and data collection has been reported. The data to collect pertain
to urban morphology and microclimatic conditions, including air quality reports. This
information is fundamental for generating 2D and 3D models of the area and setting the
boundary conditions for the numerical simulations. In this regard, data measured at a
nearby airport or rural surroundings are essential. It is worth noting that data collection is
crucial since the availability and genuineness of the data affect the results of the investiga-
tions. However, it has been described as an additional preliminary phase to remark the
need for available databases. These databases should be comprehensive, reliable, and fully
accessible by planners and policymakers to guarantee the homogeneity of the data and the
reliability of the results.
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Once the data related to the physical structure have been collected, it is possible
to create the GIS model of the area if this is not available. In this regard, national and
international efforts and resources have been devoted recently to creating databases and GIS
models. A GIS model is advantageous for performing morphological analyses, calculating
MPs, and storing data of different nature, i.e., qualitative and quantitative. This phase
is also significant for setting effective strategies considering the climatic conditions. As
concluded in Section 5, the MPs of interest are plan area density, area-weighted mean
building height, volume density, and façade area density. It is suggested to consider also
other parameters related to building height, e.g., the mean building height, the root mean
square of the building heights, the median of the building heights. Albeit employed mainly
in studies conducted using idealized urban models, these parameters have been regarded as
relevant in the literature. Figure 20 reports examples of morphological analyses performed
using GIS software. The compact area selected for the study is the Tuscolano–Don Bosco
district in Rome, Italy. The investigations have been carried out using the open-source
GIS software QGIS [313]. The open-source GIS software proves to be very useful because
it allows:

• Checking the feature topologies on point, line, and polygon layers automatically by
setting specific rules;

• Cleaning topology errors automatically;
• Adding missing details and features;
• Extracting information from raw data;
• Combining information for calculating MPs employing algorithms and scripts.

These characteristics offer the ability to study vast areas and handle a large amount
of data, making the methodology particularly valuable for policymakers. In this work,
the primary data have been retrieved from the open database provided by the regional
authority [314]. The selected MPs have been calculated from three sets of data: the building
footprint area, the elevation above sea level of the foot and the top of every building, and
details on the street network. Furthermore, information about building construction age
and building typology has been added by the authors.

Once information about urban morphology and microclimatic conditions have been
collected and checked, it is possible to start the second phase, i.e., the wind environment
simulation. In the previous section, it has been reported that 3D RANS simulations prove
to be a valid investigation method. Therefore, starting from the 2D GIS model, the compu-
tational domain and the grid should be generated. Meticulous attention should be paid
because the accuracy of the results depends amongst many other factors on the resolution
and quality of the grid. Nevertheless, these characteristics influence the computational cost
of the simulations. Therefore, a compromise between the simplification of the model and
the feasibility of the simulations should be reached. Figure 21 shows the high-resolution
grid generated for evaluating the ventilation performance of the selected case study. After
the grid generation, it is possible to define computational setup and solver setting. To accu-
rately represent the surroundings of the area of interest while setting inflow and boundary
conditions, a land-use map [315] may be used for estimating the aerodynamic roughness
length according to the Davenport–Wieringa roughness classification [212]. Once the com-
putational setup has been defined, it is possible to perform the simulations and compute
the selected performance indicators.

Finally, phase three entails the performance evaluation using data analysis. This
phase may be conducted using datasheets or creating scripts in programming and numeric
computing platforms, e.g., MATLAB, that can process data automatically. Afterward,
results may be processed employing GIS software to generate maps that ease monitoring
and may also be used by no specialists.
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Figure 20. Examples of morphological analyses performed using GIS tools: (a) building plan,
(b) building construction age, (c) building height, (d) perspective view of selected areas (modified
from Google Maps), (e) building typologies, and (f) morphological parameters.
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7. Conclusions

Albeit essential for curbing heat stress and pollution in existing urban areas, the
investigation of urban ventilation is not yet commonly embedded into the management and
planning of urban areas. Through literature review and discussion, this paper proposes a
workflow for urban renewal plans that aim at improving urban ventilation performance and
builds up a multidisciplinary methodology for assessing the urban ventilation performance
in existing urban areas. The methodology consists of three main phases: the physical
structure quantification, the wind environment simulation, and the performance evaluation.
Regarding the physical structure, morphological parameters valid for its quantification
and tools for the data aggregation are provided. Regarding the wind environment, 3D
RANS simulations are suggested as valid methods for analyzing the wind environment
and computing the performance indicators. Regarding the performance evaluation, three
possibilities have been indicated.

The proposed methodology may be applied to both research and professional purposes.
As a research tool, this methodology may be used for investigating the correlation between
urban ventilation and morphology improving prediction models for estimating ventilation
performances without running simulations. In addition, the methodology may be employed
for implementing comfort criteria and regulations that are scarce in the case of weak wind
conditions. As a professional tool, this methodology may be applied: (i) in case of renewal
plans, for assessing the achievement of objectives and prioritizing actions, and (ii) in case
of urban management, for identifying areas exposed potentially to poor air conditions, and,
therefore, vulnerable to pollution and heat stress.

Further developments may imply the integration of the methodology into generation
and optimization design processes. Finally, the methodology may be further improved by
employing transient simulations for solar radiation and heat transfer calculation. Neverthe-
less, preliminary results suggest that this may significantly affect the computational cost
and time of the simulations, undermining the integration of the analyses into the urban
management and planning processes.
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